
The macro-micro question 
 
Participants: Stephen Cowley (note-taker), John Stewart, Marek McGann, Hanne De Jaegher and 
Pierre Steiner. 
 
We structured our conversation around time-constraints and what we took to be three central issues (we did this in 
advance). They were: 

(1) How do we understand the ‘macro’ 
(2) How does the macro feed in to the micro? 
(3) How can this be investigated? 

 
Grand summary 
The macro-micro link exploits two-way events whereby agents integrate their doings 
with aspects of mjulti-scalar changing world. We lack an terminology for describing 
macro-features, what happens and, most seriously, how agents exploit non-lived 
experience.  In our co-constructed conversation, we reached what struck (some of) us as 
a surprising thought: the macro may depend less on material artefacts than biologically 
sustained micro-features that allow cultural practices/ virtual patterns to insinuate 
themselves into felt action.   
 
Our view is extremely tentative. Given circumstances, we began with how 
actions/thinking came to be structured in long-term (in domains that transcend 
cognitive views of thinking). We are sceptical about explanations that rely on appeal to 
affect and embodiment. Rather, it was suggested, these resources prompt us to satisfice –
to interact and make good enough decisions. But we cannot ingore factors like our 
evo/devo ability to time events precisely, exploit ‘cultural practices’ and, in Stephen’s 
book, use ‘virtual patterns’ (compressed Shannon-type information).  The big question is 
whether we can build a framework that enables us to use/design experiments and 
models. Can we move towards: How does the non-lived change us? 
 
The main summary –based on my not es  ( fai r ly  comprehens ive )  
How do we unders tand the ‘macro ’  
Marek kicked off by suggesting that we should think in terms of time-scales and, just as 
importantly, how cognition spans longer times. We can use transducers (e.g. a watch) to ensure that 
thinking transcends the brain’s time-scales.  The focus is on how we engage with organizations in 
the longer term (Stephen, rather typically, insists on the importance of pico-scale activity). 
 
All concurred that this has to do with language –and that Stephen’s appeal to its distributed 
nature is difficult. John pushed us to recognise that we organize thinking by means of 
technologies (including writing-tools) and, Stephen adds, the tool-less technology that grounds 
language in biosemiotic predispositions. We orient interaction around (invisible) social norms. 
For Hanne, this takes us to the core issues. (1) How does the agent change; (2) how do we exploit 
macro time-scales? For John, we satisfice and, in Hanne’s view, this can be illustrated by the 
greeting norms a French person uses when s/he meets another French person in the UK? (In 
folk terms, it seems to depend on selecting relevant constraints). 
 
Pierre stresses that we transcend the here and now of interaction (Stephen likes to talk about the 
non-local); crucially, says Pierre, this goes beyond affectivity. At times, it is grounded in artefacts. 
Crucially, it cannot be explained by constraints within the subject. John linked it to Latour’s work 
and how we operate in social networks; Stephen returned to the power of virtual patterns. 
 
Summary 



We specified the question. How do events that encompass macro-structure change 
agents? For our purposes, we agree that the macro includes events that exploit 
nonbiological time-scales and enable actions/thinking to be structured over long-term 
domains (ones that transcend cognitive views of thinking). The macro-micro link cannot 
be explained by appeal to embodiment and affect. Further, material artefacts matter. 
Beyond this, John emphasises ‘cultural practices’ (including modes of speaking?) and 
Stephen emphasises the power of ‘virtual patterns’. We agree that these resources allow 
us to satisfice –to come up with modes of interacting and decision-making that we 
describe  in terms of selecting relevant constraints. How is this done? 
 
How does  the  macro fe ed in  to  the  micro? 
Hanne offered an example. Until recently, many children were brought up against the cultural 
practices (and virtual patterns) associated with ‘Children should be seen and not heard’.  As this came 
to be seen as old-fashioned (or repressive), much changed. This applies at both individual and 
population levels. For example, children may have become less articulate –they gained less 
encouragement with adult modes of speaking. They were less exposed to cultured conversation. 
 
First of all, we must avoid the impression that this is a top-down process: changes occur both 
ways.  Marek voices the view that, crucially, we are born ready for enculturation. In Stephen’s 
terms, even small babies realise values without understanding cultural practices. Experiential 
dynamics bring our agency under partial control of cultural practices/virtual patterns. We self-
produce skills with, first, the tool-less technology of human expression. Later, we develop more 
practical abilities based on use of material artefacts. 
 
Pierre pointed out that this fails to ask how we connect events in time scales. For example, it 
ignores how we learn to act (and think) in ways that are more precise. And someone (not in my 
notes) suggested rhythm as the most likely mode of connection. In some way, the cultural 
practices/virtual patterns have to be stabilised (says John): this can use networks, practices and 
technology. In Pierre’s terms, we use non-lived experience. Regards slow systems (e.g. cultural 
practices/virtual patterns), we are subject to change blindness. But –Stephen was intrigued –human 
agents keep up with slow change. Marek cited Roger Barker on how setting theory shows that child 
behaviour often correlates with where you are (a stimulus array) rather than who you are. As we 
move around, we are open to the setting which affects how we (inter) act. We find ourselves 
taking on roles and duties (adapting to cultural practices/selecting virtual patterns to control what 
we do). This leads us to empirical work: experimentally, instead of looking at how different subjects 
adapt to the same setting, one can adjust the setting (and/or the pace).  
 
For John, this is too local. Like Kevin O’Regan, he is interested in centuries and generations, 
indeed 10s of 1000s of years.  How can we get at that? Stephen cited Jared Diamond’s Guns, 
Germs and Steel. 
 
Summary 
The macro-micro link is a complex two-way process that integrates events that are 
organized in different time-scales. We touched on development, the discovery of precise 
timing, non-lived experience and a capacity to keep up with slow change. We exploit the 
cultural totality of settings (including dialogical arrays appropriate to practices and 
technologies). Some aspire to develop a narrative which brings the extending agent into a 
framework that is (broadly) evolutionary.  The macro feeds into the micro through 
rhythm as we learn precise timing and find ways of adapting to slow change: 
theoretically, we would like a story that included (at least) genes, culture, agents and 
language. 
 



How can we invest i gat e  the  macro-micro l ink? 
This part of the conversation had another feel. There was (I think) less consensus. However, we 
did agree that by extending the enactivist model into interaction, we were opening doors (or, 
perhaps, seeing already open doors). A central concept becomes (for some of the participants at 
least) that of non-lived experience. There were several practical suggestions: 

(1) We could extend Barker’s work. This would involve the investigation of how behaviour 
changes across settings. And, by implication, this will give insight into which macro 
factors impact on agency when (and why). 

(2) Pierre proposed focusing on ‘interchangeability’. Hypothetically, in the corridor crossing, 
one could look at how events are affected by varying the features of the ‘woman’ (or 
‘man’) and, if one were interested in embodied aspects, by substituting gender, age etc . 

(3) Stephen pointed out that, in the language sciences, the matched guise technique offers a 
parallel.  In the classic case a person gives the same lecture to matched students in the 
same setting. The guise is altered with respect to how he speaks (in RP or a Birmingham 
accent). It is found that attitudes differ (in RP guise he is more intelligent and less 
friendly). But one might ask, for example, about what students learn, remember etc. 

(4) Stephen also suggested that, if durational factors are crucial to human meaning-making, 
they might be used in sense-making models. Thus, in different settings, for example, 
embedded features might take on different functional roles (e.g. the utterance qua 
melody, tone unit or syllable and (various scales of)  inter-agent coupling,) 

The group were unhappy.  
 
How (or how far), objected Hanne, does this bear on the macro-micro link? For Marek, we need 
to prioritise goals and recognise that the biological is synonymous with the long term. For John too, 
we had got stuck on short time-scales. We need more technical vocabulary to articulate (among 
other things) how and why agents adjust to non-lived experience and, conversely, how non-lived 
experience changes the (human) agent. Disturbingly, this generated a question and a hypothesis. 
What remains invariant in long-scales? How is this achieved? 
 
We hypothesise that long term macro-invariants (often) depend on micro-level events (e.g. bodily and vocal 
rhythm). For Marek and Stephen (at least), early development consolidates structures that may 
thus exercise a disproportionate role on how we realise values and, by extension, life history. 
 
Summary 
As academics, we were better on questions than concrete proposals. First, we need to 
specify how macro-structures self-maintain in time. Were our hypothesis correct, material 
artefacts may matter less than, above all, biologically sustained micro-features (manifest 
in cultural practices). These function by ensuring that cultural practices/virtual patterns 
are insinuated into felt action.  This would give weight to unfelt experience (action that 
enables an agent to develop into a ‘self’ who pictures a world that includes the hodge-
podge of language and culture). In simpler terms, there are open doors: we may not see 
them because of our difficulties in conceptualising the macro. Indeed, lack of 
terminology may be more of a problem than the inherent difficulty of investigating how 
cultural practices/artefacts/virtual patterns impact on agents and, as Hanne says, how 
agents are changed by lived and non-lived experience of (inter) action (and languaging). 
There is more to the macro (and human agency) than the material extensions invoked by 
extended mind (This is one of Stephen’s boring digs at Andy Clark –Giovanna thinks 
they are often unfair). 
 
 
 
 


